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EU’s free market has created severe social deterioration, not only in Denmark but in all European countries. Since 2009 

the number of people living below the poverty line has increased by 10 million. Today, a quarter of the EU population 

lives below the poverty line. We do not get the promised growth and jobs. EU is delivering the free movements of 

goods, services, capital and labour, but takes no responsibility for the anti-social and welfare-threatening consequences. 

There is obviously something fundamentally wrong.  

We bear the consequences also in Denmark. We see a growing number of poor, especially among young people: more 

young people on low cash benefits. More young homeless people. But also more poor among the elderly who fall for 

time limits on unemployment and sick benefits; disabilities who no longer receives disability pension, but goes to a long 

life on the lower social assistance. The development propped up with new concepts that sounds like all who wants it, 

comes into work, education and resource programmes. That's simply not thrue. Of course, something is successful, such 

as projects and single persons. Groups such as single mothers and families with children are exempt from the worst 

poverty. But it is not the general development. Sorry   

The general development since the EU's free market has really gained momentum from the 1990s is that:  

Subsistence allowance for the unemployed is limited to 2 years. Per diems for patients is limited to 5 months. Disability 

pension is limited to citizens under 40 years. Cash benefits are below the poverty line, especially for young people 

under 30. All public benefits, including pensions, lose value with rate adjustments. Early retirement is going to be 

abolished. The retirement age is raised. Private insurance against illness and unemployment winner enormously. Wages, 

especially low skilled, driven down below the minimum level agreed in collective agreements and to safeguard against 

poverty among people in work.  

Denmark is still among the richest and most equal countries in the world. But since 2000, Denmark is among the 

countries where inequality has grown the most. Growth has stalled. People are insecure and assures itself. Provides for 

themselves and their families as best they can.  

The development is debated between two Danish think tanks: Cevea and CEPOS. CEPOS has not surprisingly said that 

the solution is more tax cuts, reduced public services and more public spending cuts. Cevea points out that Denmark has 

performed best during periods of good public services, a high degree of similarity and public welfare, which provides 

education, health, research, etc. CEPOS claim that Denmark's prosperity was created before the welfare state. Cevea's 

analysis shows that the welfare and growth has gone hand-in-hand. The Danish wealth increased significantly while the 

welfare state was expanded. See: http://politiken.dk/debat/debatindlaeg/ECE2415017/cepos-director-has-story-on-sig/  

Cevea's analysis fits with the recommendations that have come in recent years from the OECD and the IMF on 

programs against poverty inequality. Neoliberalism does not create growth and prosperity, but poverty and inequality.  

As a Dane, one must ask the question: why on earth do we put anything override that works? Why do we set growth and 

the welfare of society as a whole at risk by cutting welfare benefits for the sick, unemployed, disabled and poor.  

The EU is founded on four freedoms. Denmark has since 1930 developed four social securities that has made us a rich 

and straight country: unemployment benefits for the unemployed; sickness benefits for the sick; disability and old-age 

pension; cash as a minimum income. Why destroy something that works? Why not get together with other Nordic 

countries and other countries that admire our security and fleksicurity and tax financing and getting our systems 

prevalent throughout the EU instead of just follow suit and pretending that problems can be solved with border barriers 

and constraints. It is pure deception, which only creates more deterioration.  

There is a need to continually make improvements and intelligent solutions. There is a need for reforms, but not for 

reforms which actually only creates more poverty and inequality. The EU Commission and EU Parliament have 

identified the alternatives: A minimum income that does not create poverty and social exclusion; Service and 

rehabilitation to help people with complex social, psychological and social difficulties. And a flexible labour market.  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://politiken.dk/debat/debatindlaeg/ECE2415017/cepos-direktoer-har-historien-mod-sig/


Danish context could step on the road read:  

 Remove the regulated rate, so public services again follow wage and price developments.  

 Remove the poverty-creating youth services.  

 The gender discriminatory provisions relating to cash benefits depend on the spouse's income.  

 Create legal certainty for socially disadvantaged through outreach  

 Move the complicated social matters away from municipalities and to academic centers, private institutions 

and professional NGOs.  

 Give the poor and socially vulnerable right to seek help, where they get help.  

 Give the poor who have been on min for more than 3 years a right to a real job on conditions they can 

manage.. 

 


